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The Kabbalists held that man could have
intelleetnat cognizance of that which was beb yond the reach of his natural senses, rememb bering always that the unknown can only be
|< reached through the known.
They had seen that the relations between
b spirit and matter, as functional and creative
Ji agents, were unstable; but they at the same
itime saw that the tie that hound the spiritual
to the material in the natural was so close that
those, viewed as separate states or worlds,
became integral parts of an organic whole, and
would therefore he inseparable until the planet
in and through which they were associated
was, with all.its constituents, finally dissolved
and reduced to the ultimate elements from
which it had been originally derived.
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The basis of the spirit world, from their
point of view, was the spirit atmosphere or
aura which enveloped the earth.
This aura, which permeated the planet to its
very centre, and was held to include the moon,
as the satellite of the planetary body, was the
agent through which the Spirit of the Earth
acted, and maintained its headship and control
over the several members working under it.
The Kabbalists taught that spirit and matter
were diverse forms of one substance, which
differed inter se and were to bo distinguished
from each other through formal differences in
density.
They taught, moreover, that, while spirit
and matter were of different densities, there
was a wide difference in the density of spirit,
as spirit, and of matter as matter. But in
teaching this they did not imply that the scale
of these respective differences was such, that
the more dense spirit substance toned into the less
dense matter substance. On the contrary they
maintained that they formed parallel scales of
affinity, in which the more dense spirit, tended
to and Aas attracted by the more dense matter
substancc ; and so on, throughout the scale.
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and was filled with created disembodied spirits
differences were only cognizable under certain
in different conditions, elemental, advancing,
circumstances, and were chiefly recognized
through their results.
matured and retrograde — of which the
These distinctions the Ivabbalists regarded
elemental and advancing spirits formed the
class through which creative energy was
as important, so important that they made
working; the matured and retrograde spirits
them the basis on which their views of the
having passed out of the creative order.
spirit world, as an organic whole, rested.
Of these the first-class need not be further
They held that functionally spirit and mat
noticed. Their course has been already fully
ter of corresponding opacity and density
stated, and they are too much occupied with
tended to coalesse; and that the resultant
created spirits in the disembodied state, were < their allotted share of the work in hand to
concern themselves with the occupation of
constituted on a scale in which the differing
other spirits.
opacities and transparencies of elemental or
The matured and retrograde spirits form the
uncreated spirit were reproduced. And that
these spirits in the embodied state attracted,
spirit order properly so called.
Of these the retrograde spirits were classed
appropriated, digested and assimilated elemental
by
the Kabbalists as malicious and malignant
spirit and elemental matter whose condition
was conformed to their own.
elem^^t^^T^r^^; though spirits that are simply
tricky, as well as others whose agency was at
They therefore taught that there was a wide
difference in the condition of created spirits ;
times beneficent, were of this class, which in
and that, in the intimate association between
cluded fairies, elves, mineral spirits and the
like.
the spirit world and the world of matter, the
AU of these were passing through gradual
more opaque spirits in the disembodied state
were drawn towards the more dense parts of i degradation and decay to ultimate dissolution,
:1 their
■ ranks
• -being
•
....................................
replenished
by constant*
the material world, and therefore tended
towards the centre of the earth, where they
recruitment.
In these the material elements preponderated,,
found the conditions most suited to their state ;
while the more transparent spirits passed into
and they, like the matured opaque spirits,
which they formed a subordinate order, could
the surrounding aura of the planet, the most
rarefied finding their home in its satellite.
only make their presence known to and com
The operation of the same law of affinity,
municate with embodied spirits in human form
through matter, and only with facility in the
the Kabbalists maintained, produced a double
manifestation of the Spirit of the Earth, equal
dark.
The matured spirits were those which had
to a double individualization thereof, in which
a dual-unity of spirit is shadowed, a simulated
failed to fulfil their mission in human cm
*
dual-unity whose aims are divergent.
bodiment.
_
They were divided into two classes, which,
Under this double manifestation, acting from
commencing with the most materialised, dens®
the centre of the planet through its centralised
spirits, the Spirit of the Earth was a material i and opaque spirits, whose condition bounn
them to the earth, and whose inclinations led
ised and materialising or opaque spirii; while
them towards its centre, passed, in a graduate^
acting from the moon, as the ruler of spirit,
scale, to the most spiritualised, transparent an
through the rarefied spirits, it was the trans
ethereal, whose repulsion for matter was 9°
parent, spiritualised and spiritualising head
strong that when, for any reason, they
that administered the whole.
This double manifestation of the Spirit of
brought into relations with it they ■ were fihe
Earth was essentially a functional division—
with horror and aversion.
_ .
But although these spirits formed a sing1®
that, controlling the whole functional action of
the planet, it might separate the spirits into
graduated hcale ot being, tits if t^merding pnlB
was uat from ll ic mose fo ith least; denng fuoU
whose constitution a preponderance of matter
had entered from those in which the material
the opaquo to the tranatorent .
l
constituents had been minimised ; for each of
Tocir ueartinh pt^n war fro m the surfacc
these required a different functional treatment
the harUr—from man t frsnr wl rich suP
$
carried on under the control of the head.
whom they possed upwardm ow downwardf, ■
tin math miahs b c. And rhe lii'e of *
.0
The aura of the earth was thus constituted
of elemental spirit passing to and from the
tne iviaual deghitmn.d wlridl a sicies o f f111^
centre of the planet in different states, on and
ihd dopaelidg epii'in won ho jo is ri hccf■h s ea
hrough which the Spirit of the Earth acted; i tnCeneng rti 0^^ atctedotg to 01it reetliIu•ii
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it had acquired during life, the transparent or | prepared themselves for further advance ; and
as each, whether head or member, was fitted
the opaque class.
for advance, it passed to the sphere it was quali
Thus, according to the Kahbalists, the spirit
fied to enter.
World was divided into two classes or king
doms.
# Now the several spirits carried with them
mto these kingdoms the aptitudes and appetites
they had acquired during their lives.
Their principal aptitude was to progressive
evolution through an ever advancing series of
todies.
This they had applied in the creative order,
The line of progression was thus from sphere
ty creating bodies in which to live, and through
to
sphere, ever onward.
Which to advance.
But
in this progression the work of the
But now, outside the creative order, they
members
was primarily and principally for the
tad lost this power.
benefit
of
their head, which gained its power
They could, however, simulate it : and, ac
of
advancing
through them.
cording to the Kahbalists, did so by organising
Hence this power was a cumulative power,
themselves into companies, in which all spirits
a similar state, with similar appetites and , accumulating in the heads; so that the heads
carried a cumulative and accumulating accesinclinations, combined under a head for a com
sion of power from sphere to sphere, until at
mon purpose, and to do a common work.
length the whole accumulated power was abHence each of the two spiritual kingdoms
Was divided into many companies or bodies, j) sorbed by and concentrated in the Spirit of the
which were called spheres because the consti I: Earth, which was held, like Saturn, to live by
tuent members, as far as they had any form
devouring its offspring.
Eor all this seeming progression was simuProper to themselves, had the form of the
sphere, so that each company or body was a com p lated, and merely marked successive stages of
pound sphere, with its centre or head, under 1 i spirit decay, in which the many were, one after
: another, slowly dissolving and passing away
Which the members acted.
Now spiritual organisation and progression ; through their force being absorbed by their
Yore carried on in both of the spiritual king ; heads, which carried or transmitted it upwards
and onwards to the final absorber of all spirit
doms in this wise.
* ho spheres were graduated in an advancing 1: force, the Spirit of the Earth.
Pregrestieu in this wise was the order of
Order, commencing with the lowest class of
Sprits and ending with the highest, of which K advance in the spirit world ; progression with
oo head represented, and was in the closest g a purpose.
But just as the two spirit worlds were the
unmn with, the Spirit of the Earth.
h
opposites
each of the other in character and
Each of those spheres had a head or centre,
!;
characteristics,
so was the order of their pro, rose state was in advance of that of its mem
bers.
j: gres^on ; for, while the starting point of both
was from the human, the advance in the one
To each sphere a particular work was comwas
upwards, to spiritualisation, which culitted by its head—a work conformed to the
|;
minated
in the individual in that highest de
PjHudes and appetites of its members.
li
gree
of
spiritual attenuation, dissohitton;
This work the head carried on through its
el - s, their incentive thereto being their |■ whereas the advance in the other, if advance it
could be called, was downwards to materiali11fn lnclination ; each doing its own share of
th° Work in its own way . But the work was i saBon—a materialisation whose culmination
an 1 ".ork of the head and done in its name ; j bound the so materialised spirits to the earth
of tv* • members while doing it bore the name R until the dissolution thereof.
But each of the spheres in each of the
cir head, whose work it was.
>|
kingdoms
advanced its members by its work.
r^aa'l^nat^re was the name of the sphere, which
Hence,
each had a work to do. And this
ttt'e ^Permanent organisation whose head and
K
work
was
in
reference to their sierting-poini,
_ bers were successively changing.
man
;
to
whom
their attention was still direcsuh n v
system the members of each
ad.ere ^y doing their work contributed to the p| ted.
The spiritualising spirits sought to spirituaance at their head, and at the same time
e lise him, that he might be fitted to enter, and
m be applied to the uses of their kingdom, and
N gradually absorbed and dissolved.
The materialising spirits sought to material
ly ise and animalise him, that he might be

|

j)
j>
j<
K

j;
jg
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In this way the two kingdoms came to be
classed as the kingdoms of good and evil, of
bright and dark, of blessed and unblessed
spirits, because the one sought to spiritualise,
or, as was supposed, raise man; while the
other devoted its efforts to animalising and de
grading him.
.And these kingdoms were associated with
light and darkness, because the members of the
one could act in the light—more easily by
moonlight; whereas the members of the other
could only act with facility in the dark.
And yet both of these kingdoms were acting
functionally, according to their nature and
conformably to their inclinations, under one
and the same head, and to the same intent, to
procure the due spiritualisation of matter and
materialisation of spirit; which in either was
obtained by reversing the process of the other.
And this was why the head of this one king
dom in two branches was, in the one, a spirit
of darkness, and, in the other, a spirit of light,
while in reality and in itself, it was the Spirit
of the Earth.
These spiritual kingdoms, the Kabbalists
held, were simulated kingdoms, an ephemeral
and fantastic phantasmagoria, in which decay
was made to resemble or feign progressive life.
And hence they called all spirits “ Simulators”
or “ Personators.”
They likened the action of spirit in these
kingdoms to the uncontrolled action of the
human spirit in sleep; and looked upon it as
the dream side of creation, an uncontrolled
action or dream in the life of God.
M.D.

a good-looking lass of seventeen, but her
temper never changed. She loved her masters
fondly and was beloved in the house. Not
withstanding her good looks and sympathetic
person, no village lad ever thought of offering
himself as a husband. The young men said,
she “ awed ” them. They looked upon her
as people look in those regions upon the imago
> of a saint. So at least say the Russian papers
> and the Police Gazette from which we quote the
report of the District Police Officer sent to in
vestigate certain facts of diablerie. Forthis inno
K cent young creature has just become the victim
of “ the weird doings of some incompre
hensible, invisible agency,” says the report.
A HOUSE-SPIRIT.

November 3, 1880, accompanied by a farm
servant, she descended into the cellar under
the house to get some potatoes. Hardly had
they opened the heavy door, when they found
themselves pelted with the vegetable. Be
hoving some neighbour’s boy must have
hidden himself on the wide shelf on which the
potatoes were heaped, Pelagueya, placing tho
basket upon her head laughingly remarked,
j “ Whoever you are, fill it with potatoes and
so help mo!” In an instant tho basket was
fined to the brim. Then the other girl tried
the same, but the potatoes remained motionless.
Climbing upon the shelf, to their amazement
the girls found no one thero. Having notified
the widow Beetch of the strange occurrence, the
latter went herself, and unlocking tho cellar
which had been securely locked by the two maids
on leaving, found no one concealed in it. -flnS
event was but the precursor of a series oi
SPIRITUALISM IN ST. PETERSBURG.
others. During a poriod of three weeks they
THE MEDIUMSHIP OF LITTLE PELAGUEYA.
succeeded each other with such a rapidity that
if wo were to translate tho ontiro officia
For years mediumship seemed to be repre
Reports it might fill this wholo issue of the
sented in the Russian metropolis but by
American, English aud French mediums on
Theosophist.
Wo will cite but a few.
From the moment she left the cellar the
flying visits, with great pecuniary pretentions
invisible “ power ” which had filled her basko
and, except Dr. Slade, the New York medium,
with
potatoes, began to assert its presence in
with powers already waning. Very naturally
cessantly, and in tho most varied ways. Dops
the representatives of science found a good
Pelagueya Nikolacf prepare to lay wood 1
pretext to decline. But now all excuses are
the oven—the billets _ riso in tho air and lm0
futile. Not far from Petersburg, in a small
hamlet inhabited by three families of German
living things jump upon tho fire-place ; hard V
does she apply a match to them when they
colonists, a few years ago a widow, named
Margaret Beetch, took a little girl from the
blaze already as if fanned by an invisible ham •
When she approaches tho well, tho wato.
House of Foundlings into her service. The
little Pelagueya was liked in the family from
begins rising, and soon overflowing tho sid
the first for her sweet disposition, her hard
of the cistern runs in torrents to her foo ’
working zeal, and her great truthfulness. She
does she happen to pass near a bucket of wy
—tho same thing happens. Hardly does t _
found herself exceedingly happy in her new
girl stretch out her hand to roach from t
home, and for several years no one ever had a
shelf some needed picco of crockery, than t
cross word for her. Pelagueya finally became
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whole of the earthenware, cups, tureens and
plates, as if snatched from their places by a
whirlwind, begin to jump and tremble, and
then fall with a crash at her feet. Ho sooner
does an invalid neighbour place herself for a
Moment’s rest on the girl’s bed, than the heavy
bedstead is seen levitating towards the very
ceiling, then turns upside down and tosses off
the impertinent intruder ; after which it
Quietly resumes its former position. One day
Pelagueya having gone to the shed to do her

(
O

<<

Usual evening work of feeding the cattle, and
ffter performing her duty was preparing to
leave it with two other servants, when the
Uost extraordinary scene took place. All the
cows and pigs seemed to become suddenly
possessed. The former, frightening the whole
village with the most infuriated bellowing,
fried to climb up the mangers, while the latter
knocked their heads against the walls, running
i^nnd as if pursued by some wild animal.
■Pitchforks,
shovels, benches and feeding
trough, snatching away from their places,
Pursued the terrified girls, who escaped within
|ln inch of their lives by violently shutting and
locking the door of the stables. But, as soon
us this was done every noise ceased inside as
u by magic.

e
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orphan, towards the beginning of December,
Pr1agueyn and her boxes were placed upon a
cart, and after many a tear and warm ex
pression of regret, she was sent off to the
Superintendent of the Foundling Hospital—
the Institution, in which she was brought up.
This gentleman returning with the girl on the
following day, was made a witness to the
pranks of the same force, and calling in the
Police, after a careful inquest had a proces
verbal signed by the authorities and departed.
This case having been narrated to a Spiritist,
a rich nobleman residing at St. Petersburg,
the latter betook himself immediately after the
young girl and carried her away with him
to town.
THE ST. PETERSBURG TRESS ON TnE MANIFESTATIONS.

w TRIEST CALLED IN.

All such phenomena took place not in dark
ness. or during night, but in the daytime, and
|u lull view of the inhabitants of the little
anilee ; moreover, they were always preceded
y on extraordinary noise, as if of a howling
Vjud, a cracking in the walls, and raps in the
intdow-frames and glass. A real panic got
th
household and the inhabitants of
e hamlet, which went on increasing at every
W manifestation. A priest was called
course,—as though priests knew anything
c mesmerism !—but whli no good results: a
Miple of pots danced a jig on the shelf, an
^eu- foek went stamping and jumping on the
gy^r’ aud a heavy sewing-machine followed
jje ', 'Tho nows about the young witch and
t^e S'l’u^gl with the invisible imps ran round
^^i llu
* 10!® district. Men and women from
Velg 1huu’^ng villages flocked to see the mart°ok 1 6 ® e phenomena, often intensified,
Cr0 Pmce in their presence. Once when a
upon^ o? men upon entering, placed their caps
from ‘ t o tuble, every one of these jumped
circ] • f° the floor, and a heavy leather glove,
s0undnS round struck its owner a pretty
on his face and rejoined the
U caps. Finally, notwithstanding the real
Mu the widow Beetch felt for the poor
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The above officially-noted facts arc beiug
reprinted in every Russian daily organ of note.
The prologue finished, we are put in a position
to follow the subsequent development of the
power in this wonderful medium, as we find
them commented upon in all the serious and
arch-official papers of the metropolis.
“ w new star on the horizon of Spiritism
has suddenly appeared at St. Petersburg—one
Mile. Pelagueya’’—thus speaketh an editorial
in the Novoye Vremya, January 1,1881. “ The
manifestations which have taken place in her
presence are so extraordinary and powerful
that more than one devout Spiritualist seems
to have been upset by them—literally, and by
the agency of a hca^v-y table.” “But,” adds
the paper “ the spiritual victims do not seem
to have felt in the least annoyed by such
striking proofs.
On the contrary, hardly had
they picked themselves up from the floor (one
of them before being able to resume his per
pendicular position had to crawl out from
brurat1l a sofa whither he had been launched
by a heavy table) that, forgetting their
bruises, they proceeded to embrace each other
in rapturous joy, and with eyes overflowing
wuth tears, congratulated each other upon this
new manifestation of the mysterious force.”
In the St. Petersburg Gazette, a merry
reporter givcs the following details:—“ Miss
Pelagueya is a young girl of about nineteen,
the daughter of poor but dishonest parents
(who had thrust her in the Foundling Hospital,
as given about), not very pretty, but wvih
a sympathetic face, very uneducated but in
telligent, small in stature but kind at heart,
weR-proportioned—but nervous.
Miss Pe1ngurya has suddenly manifested most wonder
ful mediumistic faculties. She is a ‘ first-class
Spiritistic Star ’ as they call her.
wnd,
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indeed, the young lady seems to have concen
trated in her extremities a phenomenal
abundance of mesmeric aura; thanks to which,
she communicates instantaneously to the ob
jects surrounding her, hitherto unheard and
unseen phenomenal motions. About five days
ago, at a seance at which were present the
most noted Spiritualists and mediums of the
St. Petersburg grand monde.,* occurred the
following. Having placed themselves with
Pelagueya around a table, they (the Spiritists)
had barely time to sit down, when each of
them received what seemed an electric shock.
Suddenly, the table violently upset, chairs and
all, scattering the enthusiastic company to
quite a respectable distance. The medium
found herself on the floor with the rest, and
her chair began to perform a series of such
wonderful aerial jumps that the terrified
Spiritists had to take to their heels and left
the room in a hurry.”—The Theosophist.
A HAUNTED

HOUSE IN ROME.
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Great disturbances of an other-world cha
racter have occurred at a house in Rome; they
were of such a nature that the police were
called in, and all the newspapers in Rome have
just been full of the subject for a fortnight.
The haunted house is in Via Larga. On
the first floor there is a newspaper printing
office—that of La Frusta, a clerical journal.
At the beginning of last month, in a little room
at the top of the house, inhabited by two ladies,
blows were heard, almost like the firing of
guns, and the house shook as with an earth
quake. Both the women were so surprised
that they called in people living on the same
flat, but nothing could be discovered. The
blows continued in the presence of the fresh
witnesses, and sounded as if coming from
under the solid brick floor.
On the second day, at about five o'clock in
the afternoon, the blows were renewed, but
with more violence than on the previous occa
sion, so much so that a partition between two
of the upper rooms was cracked to pieces. A
highly respectable literary man in the room
below, who had been disturbed by the noises,
was appealed to, and he recommended that the
police should be called in.
The police thoroughly searched not only the
top of the house, but every part of it, including
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* We seriously doubt whether there ever will bo more than
there are now believers in Spiritualism among the middle and
lower classes of Iiussia. These are too sincerely devout, and
believe too fervently in the devil to have any faith iu “ spirits.”
—Ed. of Thtotophul.
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the cellars. They found nothing. Meanwhile
the story went about Rome that the house was
haunted ; crowds assembled outside, and numerous visitors, including newspaper reporters,
visited the room. The noises went on as
loudly as ever in their presence, but no cause
could be discovered. The women gave up the
little haunted room, as they could not live in
it any longer, and moved to another on the
same flat.
The police, not knowing what to do, brought
an engineer and an architect to examine the
house. While one of them was ridiculing the
idea of “ spirits,” the noises came again, and
he and all present ran out of the room, fearing
that the house would fall with the vibrations.
They discovered one part of the wall of the
room to be hollow ; it was opened, and found
to be part of a bricked-up chimney, but no
clue was found to the origin of the noises.
These usually began below the floor.
The floor was of solid brick, with no hollow
space between it and the room beneath.
At a seance I had with a friend of mine,
Signor T., the spirits recommended me to go to
the house next day at ten o'clock, saying that
it would be very difficult to get admission,
but at that time spirit influence would aid me.
Such crowds had been in the house, that by
this time the police had given orders not to
admit any one. Accordingly, at ten o'clock,
I rang the bell of the haunted “flat,'' but received no answer. After waiting ten minutes,
thinking about the spirit message, I heard
footsteps on tho stairs. Two gentlemen presented themselves, and rang the boll several
times, till the door was opened, when ouo of
the visitors announced himself to bo an in
spector of police, sent to make another exami
nation. I followed them into the room, which
they again searched without result, while they
soundly ridiculed the idea of “ spirits.” Aftor
they left, I explained to tho women my belioj
in spiritual phenomena, and at last they gained
sufficient confidence in me to listen to some
talk about Spiritualism in tho haunted room
In the middle of the conversation blows from
below made tho floor vibrato, and one of tho
women ran out of the room. It occurred to
me she might bo the medium, and 1 bcggeC‘
her to return ; but although she objected f°l
tho moment, she agreed to hold a seance t^
following day. Meanwhile the noisos increase!
so much, that the police again occupied tho
haunted rooms and tho apartments above an
below. They remained there day and nigh t,
and tho noises continued in their presence.
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Is that the third child ?
Mr. Matthews: Yes.
Thank you.
Mr. M atthews : Do any of you know Grant ?
A Listener : Male or female ?
Mr. Matthews: Female.
The Listener: I know a female named
Grant.
Mr. Matthews : There is a change of influ
ence connected with her, and if you can avoid
it, so much the better.
Mr. Matthews (to Colonel Chamberlain): A
voice says, “Tell him William is here.” Wil
liam is a relation of yours, and he shows me
that you have been sitting at physical seances.
He says that he tried to do the best he
could to communicate; your mind is more in
favour of physical than mental manifestations,
but he could not get power to move the ob
22, Montagu Place, Russell Square, London, May 11th, 1881.
ject.
Col. Chamberlain : What relation is he ?
clairvoyance at ladbroke hall.
Mr. Matthews: He says that he is your
SUNDAY EVBNINQ SERVICES.
cousin, named William.
Last Sunday night, at tho close of the
Col. Chamberlain : How did he come by his
spiritualistic service at the Ladbroke Hall,
death ?
Potting Hill, Mr. Matthews passed into the
Mr. Matthews : By an accident.
rance state, and after making a few remarks,
Col. Chamberlain: Yes, my cousin died
Proceeded to describe clairvoyant visions.
through an accident, in jumping out of a car
-Mr. Matthews first described a spirit named
riage. It’s quite correct.
lary Bevan, who was not recognised by anyMr. Matthews, to another listener: Are you
°De present.
a stranger here ?
, Mr. Matthews said to a lady : Have you been
Yes.
here before ?
Mr. Matthews : Have you lost a sister ?
The Lady: No.
Yes. Not lately.
th i
Matthews: A voice says, “ Tell her
Mr. Matthews : Have you lost one who was
.. a5 Samuel Mauder is here. He is still
drowned
—an acquaintance.
hving.u
No.
^id°
: My husband’s name is Charles
Mr. Matthews : If you think a moment you
will remember. The drowned man is George.
l^Samuel?
Mr- Matthews : That is not Samuel. Do you
Here is one who passed away in a fit.
I do not recognise George.
be Lady : I havee a
u buu
ui that
iiiut name.
son of
Mr. Matthews : Do you know a person who
<
hno r’Matthews: The spirit who brings him
mill </ passed away in a fit ?
\
to /
compiexi°n- This
T
Samuel is going /
My son, years ago.
0 WeP j he will change
ms employment,
empioj
<ge his
/
Mr. Matthews: I don’t care about time,but
S’40iboti±r i? ,hoycar-and' to> great
here’s the scene out of your life.
I see him going abroad; to the
Mr. Matthews : I see a veiled figure, saying,
be k1 Slat®3- to
i
A join
his brother there. Has
‘ Let them know I am not dead.” The indi
Th r?thci
1
her there
?
vidual has been away some years, and is sup
ihe Lady:: Yes he has. Thank you.
posed to have been drowned in foreign parts,
si
Matlhews,
t another listener: Have you
ews, to
but he says it is not so. Does anyone here
*c‘««ssatliomo?
understand it ?
*es.
No answer.
fai/? Matthews: The spirit says, “Do not
Mr. Matthews, to a listener: Do you know
there°.
medicine at once for the sick one;
anyone so circumstanced, for he stands near
c°toe g18
8erious now, but it may beyou ?
No.
The police, the architect, the engineer, and
a score or so of scientific and clerical people,
could not discover the cause of, or stop, the
noises. At last one of the Delegates of Public
Security sent for the landlady, and charged her
with knowing how the disturbances were made;
it was high time, he told her, that they should
be stopped. Curiously enough, she was the
one who first gave information about them to
the police. The woman complained to her
busband about this treatment, and he brought
an action against the Delegate for abuse of
power; this action was pending when I left
Pome a few days ago.
The Roman newspapers have been much
Zeroised on tho matter, and one of them, Il
Bersagliere, admitted, in a very fair article,
that all the scientific and other witnesses had
mailed to discover the source of the phenomena.
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Mr. Matthews: A voice says, “Tell him
that I would come to him, but I cannot, be
cause of the influence round him.” His name
is William Penny.
A Listener : My name is Penny. I don’t
know if I ever had a relation of that name, or
not.
Mr. Matthews: Do you know Thomas
Wright ?
No, but I know William Wright.
Mr. Matthews : But who’s Thomas ?
It may be his father, I don’t know.
Mr. Matthews, to another listener: I see
distinctly a re-sketched view, an astronomical
plate; it is contrasted with one of your own.
You have sketched part of the plate, and he
holds up the other part, which he claims that
you will fill up shortly.
I have partly filled up one; it is incom
plete.
Mr. Matthews : Yes, this intelligence holds
it here; he seems to impress your brain iu an
astronomical direction.
Mr. Matthews: I see a hand writing on the
wall over a friend there, “ Y ou need not worry,
Lady--------- is not aware of the movement
and tho change; all will be well.” Do you un
derstand ?
Perfectly, thank you.
Mr. Matthews: The writing says, “Wait.
Be patient. I will bless you for the patience
you will exercise to one who needs your sus
tenance. The world’s goods are provided, and
the spiritual good will be brought about by
your influence over her mind.”
Thank you very much.
Mr. Matthews, to Mr. Ivimey: Have you
not attended seances ?
Yes. Many.
Mr. Matthews: I see Peter. I don’t mean
St. Peter. There are no saints in heaven,
although individuals are canonised by men
down here. He places his hand on your head.
You are a stranger to us and to tho medium ?
Yes.
Mr. Matthews : I see a lady who passed
away with rapid consumption ; she is beautifully
fair and she calls “ Maude ! Maude! ”—a friend
of hers in spirit life she’s very fond of.
I don’t know her.
Mr. Matthews, to another listener: You arc
a stranger here ?
Yes.
Mr. Matthews: A voice says, “Tell my
child I am with her. Eddy will come back
with advantage and honour; he has been
keeping back the enemy.”

Yes.
Mr. Matthews, to another listener: You
are another stranger ?
No. I have been here before.
Mr. Matthews: Well, only as ono of the
congregation. You don’t know our medium ?
No.
Mr. Matthews: nave you a photograph of
a child, taken after death ?
No.
Mr. Matthews described the child and said
her name was Annie.
I don’t know her.
Mr. Matthows : Does anyono else know her ?
No answer.
[After tho close of the proceedings, a lady
came to Mr. Matthews,and in our presence told
him that she believed tho description related
to a child sho knew, who was photgraphed
after death, but she did not think of it at the
time he spoke.]
Mr. Matthews: Over tho lady I have just
left, I see a spirit who passed away in profound
sleep; she was thought to be alive an hour or
two after death. She had taken morphia. She
gives hor name as Elizabeth. It may not be
for you ?
Not recognised.
Mr. Matthews, to tho congregation : If y(,u
carefully watch the delineations given through
the medium, you will see thero is much truth
mixed with error, over which neither you nor
we havo much control.
In forming you1'
seances for investigation,bo sure that you sit at
the time appointed, because when you thus
call a meeting of mortals, you also call a
meeting of spirits, who make their preparations.
If you do not keep time you throw all their
arrangements out, and you fail to get tho best
phenomena. If seven aro invited to a
and three cannot come, place chairs for tho
three as if they were there ; spirits will almost
realise thoir presence; in spirit they will bo
thero while thinking of their appointment, and
this will help on tho manifestations.
Mr. Matthews stated that he held clair
voyant seances for several sitters at once, tw>co
a week, but would admit none but Spiritualist
he knew, or friends introduced by them, bocausC
of tho kind attention to mediums of Del
Majesty’s Government. (A laugh).
Next Sunday ovoning at sovon o’clock, tho usyaJ
service will bo hold at Lndbroko Ilall, noar Nottmb
Hill station (not Notting Hill Gate station) of V.,
Metropolitan Railway. Mr. W. IL Harrison
deliver an address on “If a man dio shall ho hv‘
again?” after which Mr. F. 0. Matthows will desert0
somo of bis clairvoyant visions.
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From the Special “Evening Standard,'” May, 5th.
This aftornoon, at Bow Street Police Court, amongst
the summonses

one

for hearing was

set

at the

issued

of Susio Willis Fletcher, the American Spirit

instance

ualist, now undergoing

sentence

a

against

imprisonment,

Mrs.

Hart-Davies, of

Heurtley

of twelvo

Anne

Juliet

Great freedom is given to correspondents who sometimes express opinion
diametrically opposed to those of this Journal and its readers. UnsolicitfJl
communications cannot bo returned; copies should bo kept by tho writor«
Preference is given to letters which are not anonymous.]

“ NE SUTOR SUPRA CREPiDAM.”

months’

“Anshe Jtahbala ”
Spiritualist, until I remem

Sir,—I smiled as I road the words

Theodora

12, Upper Baker Street, by

whom she was successfully prosecuted

in tho last number of the
bered they wore tho measure

charged

tho

“Adopt”

22nd

1881,

January,

Bow

at

seems

who

knowledge of a

tho

unconscious that

the

“ Memra Jehova,”

phrase
which ho quotes at second
hand, was the instrument by which the doctrine it im

unlawfully commit wilful perjury

Police Court,

Street

that Mrs. Hart-

the summons was

in

on

“ did

Davies

of

The

for fraud.

self-styled
offence
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plies was imputed, through the Targums, to the Jewish
in her evidence given

Frederick Flowers, Esq.,

before

although

Scriptures

one

of

magistrates

the

tho

of

Metropolitan

nothing in common between a science,

There can be

Mr. Forrest
John

St.

Fulton

Wontner

the Plaintiff, and

for

appeared

on

attended

behalf

Mrs.

of

Creation

teaches that

which

God

of
Hart-Davies,

by

united in the natural

On Sir James Ingham

not

had

served on

been

conclusion

seven days, that

newspapers

that

a

Arcanum—a “ ladder whoro-

an

he can irresistibly draw God

summons
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of

but,

claim the authority of

latter

former

by

grafting

on

to

its
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can
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their
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to be present to-day.

in

I

way

the

help suspecting that they
that

remarked
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down

been

had

the
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through the

pass

with man can ascend to tho Deity, nay
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may
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Divine, and ono which possesses what
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trial at the
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lasted

lady went abroad, but as it had come to her knowledge

i

the material are

Mrs.
it mysteriously terms

After the
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tho spiritual
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of tho Hebrew

part

text.

District.”

Mr.
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forming

Police
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summons
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to tho nature and character
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wholly

of the doity by whom
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aro possessed ?

on

■The magistrate said that

the

information
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The

tho primitive Kabbalists and
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nim ho would not grant a warrant.
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full
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accept their teachings and submit to their guidance
and control ? We know that spirits exist. \Ve have
reason to believe that some human beings pass into tho
spirit state at death, but we do not know that all human
beings so pass from earth life. What we do know is
that the communications receivod from spirits are very
unreliable ; and this is the gum of all our knowledge
on tho subject.
I have purposely abstained from identifying my own
opinions with the summaries I have given of the
teachings of the Kabbalah, that the issue might rest
between the primitive Kabbalists and their super
naturalising supplanters; and there I am content to
leave it. lhe readers of the Spiritualist have now “ a
truo adept to the fore ” and may therefore hope for
further illumination : but it will occur to many of
them that though a knowledge of Pythagorean dietetics
may be useful— especially when it leads to a practice
by which temper is controlled, and sufficient charity
cultivated to develope at least the desire to let livo as
well as to live—it is not, after all, the golden key
which opens the portals to all knowledge.
M.D.
7th, May, 1881.

---------

MEDICINE AND CLAIRVOYANCE.

Sir,—Will you allow me to ask through your
columns, if there is any medical man who believes in
clairvoyance who will entertain the following pro
posal ?—
I know a clairvoyant healing medium who possesses
a marvellous power of curing diseases, nis treatment
is to prescribe herbs. I have known him effect somo
wonderful cures, and my object in writing is to aid in
placing him in a position where his great gift can be
rendered more available for the good of mankind,
which also is his own wish. At present he is obliged to
follow an uncongenial occupation, which takes nearly
all his time. Thus valuable time, which might bo
better devoted to healing diseases, is taken up in the
struggle for a livelihood, and only a few hours in the
evening can be devoted to healing. His spare time is
now largely given to prescribing for persons at a
distance, who send him locks of hair, &c. Many of
them do not even pay the postage on their lotters, and
few offer to pay anything. Many persons whom he
has relieved of apparently incurable diseases, and who
have beforehand offered him £5 or £10 to cure them,
have not had tho gratitude to pay anything whatever
when once they wero well again. The clairvoyant in
question is thoroughly honest and disinterested ; he
does not think at all about making money by his gift.
At the same time no one can support a wife and family
without pecuniary resources ; I have therefore advised
him to engage himself at a salary to some enlightened
medical man, and thus bo able to place hia wholo time
at the disposal of the sick.
I believe the assistance of such a coadjutor would
make the fortune of any medical man who had wit
enough to avail himself of his services, and if there are
amongst your readers, any medical men who aro dis
posed to entertain this idea, they can hear further
particulars by communicating with
F. A. B.
24, St. Ann’s Square, Manchester.

Signor Bondi has just arrived in London after a
prolonged visit to Rome, where ho painted the likeness
of the Queen of Italy. His health is improved, but he
is still suffering in his eyes.
The records published in The Spiritualist of the
healing of diseases at Llanthony Abbey, have led to
applications to Father Ignatius for leaves from the
bush in tho meadow, and he has in some instances,
perhaps in all, complied with tho request.

<
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“ THOUGHT-READING.”

To profess to read one’s thoughts is an ac
z
complishment so unique, that tho person claim
ing to possess it, ventures to present no incon
siderable draft on the credulity of his fellotvmen. Accordingly when a party of distinguished
scientific men were invited to a private house
in Bedford-square last night, to witness some
of Mr. W. I. Bishop’s powers in that direction,
the frame of mind in which they accepted
the invitation may be described as that
of sceptical curiosity.
Indeed, any other
disposition towards the Professor of the newest
“ psychological phenomenon” would have been
impossible, for they were invited simply to
test Air. Bishop’s powers, and, if possible, aid
him in explaining what to him is as yet only
partially explicable.
The company was in
every respect a representative one. Among
those present were the Right lion. Dr. Lyon
Playfair, Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Francis GalI ton, Mr. Moncure Conway, Dr. Andrew Clark,
I
Dr. Wilks, Dr. Take, Professor Burdon San
derson, Professor Ray Lankester, Professor
Charlton Bastian, Professor Croom Robertson,
Mr. Ernest Hart, Dr. Brydges, Dr. Fjalbermann, tho Austro-Hungarian Consul-General,
and a number of other gentlemen of more or
less eminence in Literature and Science. Mr.
Ernest Ilart introduced Mr, Bishop, a young
American, resident for some time in this coun
try, and who professes not to have any other
interest, save a scientific one, in the experi
ments of which he is the exponent. The first
I
manifestation of his power was tried on his
countryman, Mr. Moncure Conway.
It 13
essential to the success of the experiment
that the subject of it should form a vivid
picture of some object or locality in his
mind, and not really recollect the name or
that object or place, for Mr. Bishop professes to
have a pictorial, not a sound impression of what
he is about. Accordingly, after stroking down
the back of Mr. Conway’s left hand, the “ me
dium ”—if he will allow us so to term him f°l
want of a better name—left the room under
strict surveillance. During his absence MrConway hid an object. This done, Mr. Bishop
was led in blindfolded. 'Pile search nowbega11.
Again taking Mr. Conway’s left hand, ‘*0
pressed the back of it to his brow, keeping 1
firmly there, meanwhile dragging the ownd
of it wildly around tho room in search of tn'
hidden object. Mr. Bishop seemed to do
great excitement, as if chasing some ment«>
vision. Rushing past every object, under a
apparently uncontrollable impulse, he aP'
)
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proached the place where the object (a bit of
paper) was concealed, and finally disinterred it
from behind a small box. The next experi
ment was conducted by Dr. Lyon Playfair, and
Was .of a more complicated character. The
Chairman of Committees, after Mr. Bishop had,
as usual, stroked the back of his hand, and left
the room in custody, hid a small object in one
place, and immediately removed it to another
spot at a considerable distance, and in a locality
Dot at all likely to be suspected, even were the
absent operator not blindfolded. On Mr.
Bishop being led in, a scene similar to that in
which Mr. Conway took part was enacted,
dressing the back of Dr. Playfair’s left hand
to his forehead, Mr. Bishop dragged him round
the room as if searching for some Will o’ the
Wisp, and all the time seemingly again in an
exhausting condition of mental ecstacy. Fin
ally, tie approached the place where the obj'ect
had. been first hid, and laid his finger within
an inch of the spot. A little later he rooted
the object itself from its hiding-place,
’aaurally such manifestations seemed extraormary, and scepticism began to give way, if
Dot to. faith, at least to something nearly ap
proaching sympathetic curiosity. Professor
Bankcster now essayed an experiment.
J pink of some real or fancied pain, and form
a vivid continuous mental picture of the spot
Where the pain is, and I will fix on it.” Such
Were the instructions. Again going through
e hand-stroking preliminary, and pressing
fo° i.ac.
Bio Professor’s left hand to his
rehead, Mr. Bishop searched over his person,
ch^ V00U laid his finger on the Prolessor’s
t epik’ He was right;; the pain was a slight
b /Tache. This experiment was again tried,
fa‘l haled, it, like other more or less complete
th
cs which
«uicu succeeded, being
oerng attributed. to
fheU-res
person experimented on not having kept his
fixed on the
to “ readd, ” or, in other
’ object
‘
sufficiently vivid
+i n?. having formed ua ouffieaeum
of it, or of “ the locality.” Dr.
P l^lpieture
l^^pieture or
ex -ir was again the subject of a successful
a Periment. Taking the medium in front of
bet°w cards, eaoh with a letter of the alphaa w°n it’ the right hon. gentleman thought of
out°rd, which the medium, blindfolded, spelt
thrjeorreetly. It was “ Speaker.’’ However,
kina6 /ubsequently he failed in reading this
®.ccnd thoughf, amd it may be added that the
Dnx v Parties to ffie experiment were stolid,
not Cahle .gentlemen—a fact not unworthy
exper-3' kt is needless describing the other
They Ul-ints, eifher successful or attempted.
y a 1 depended seemingly on the hand
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contact with the medium’s brow, and were con
ducted under the same conditions as those which
we have noticed. It is only fair to Mr. Bishop
to say that though we witnessed no phenomena
which in any way deserved the name of
“ thought reading,” that he claims to be able to
tell what the person he is facing is at that
moment thinking of. But the experiments last
night were decidedly more of the nature of
“ muscle reading ” than of “ thought reading.”
Some of them were sufficiently interested,
though Mr. Bishop’s many failures seriously
shook the faith of those who earlier in the
evening were incline .l to consider that a new
force had been discovered. Indeed, the great
impression on the highly-competent audience
was, that Mr. Bishop’s “ phenomena ” might
< be explained without having recourse to any
< such deus ex machina as a fresh law of nature
at present centred in himself.—The Standard,
May iQth, 1SS1.
_
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Silsby at Birmingham, and that the Durham professor says that
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apparently all fiction.
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THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF PROFESSOR ZOLLNER'S EXPERIMENTS.
LIST OF ENGRAVINGS,
FRONTISPIECE :—The room at Leipsio in which most of tho
Experiments were conducted.
PLATE I:—Experiments with an Endless String.
PLATE II:—Leather Bands Interlinked and Knotted under
Professor Zollner’s Hands.
PLATE III :—Experiments with an Endless Bladder-band
and Wooden Rings.
PLATE IV:—Result of the Experiment.

PL ATE V:—Result of the Experiment on an Enlarged Scale.
PLATE VI:—Experiments with Coins in a Secured Box.
PLATE VII:—Tho Representation of Test Circumstances,
under which Slate-writing was obtained.
PLATE VIII:—Slato-writing Extraordinary.
PLATE IX:—Slate-writing in Five Different Languages.
PLATE X : —Details of the Experiment with an Endless band
and Wooden Rings.

PREFACES.
Mr. C. C. MASSEY’S PREFACE :—Professor Zbllner and his
Works—The Value of Testimony considered—Sources of Fallacy
—How can Medial Phenomena be Explained ?—The Value of
Scientific Authority—Mr. A. R. Wallace’s answer to Ilnme’s
Essay on Miracles—Spiritualism an Aggregation of Proven Facts
—The Attack upon Henry Slade—Spirit Messages—Slade’s

Career after leaving England—Professor Zollner’s Polemic—
Items relating to tho English Translation.
PROFESSOR ZOLLNER’S PREFACE (Dedication of the
Work to Mr. William Crookes) :—Workers in a New Field of
Research—Thoroughness of tho Labours of Mr. Crookes—Tho
Moral Necessity of the Strife about Spiritualism—Tho Immor
tality of the Best Works of Human Genius.

contents.
CHAPTER I:—Gauss’s and Kant's Theory of Space—The
practical application of the Theory in Experiments with Henry
Slade—True Knots produced upon a Cord while its ends were in
view and sealed together—The principles involved in tho tying
of knots in Space of One, Two, Throe and Four Dimensions—
Berkeley’s Theory of Vision—The Conception of Space derived
from Experience—Kant on Spiritual Existence.
CHAPTER II:—Henry Slade’s first visit to Loipsic—Professor
Fechner’s observations of 'the movements of a Magnetic Needle
n proximity to Madame Ruf, a Mesmeric Sensitive—Professor
Erdmann's observations of the Phenomenon — The Experiment
repeated with Henry Slade—The Observations of Professors
Braune, Fechner, Weber and Scheibner—A Spirit Apology—
Destruction of a large Screen by Spirits—Experiments with a
Compass—Apparition of a Living Uand—Experiments with a
Bell and lighted Candles—Slade and the Grand Duko Constantino
—Testimony of the Hon. Alexandre Aksakof—A Test Experi
ment in Slate-writing—Impartation of Permanent Magnetism to
an Iron Needle by Medial Power.
CHAPTER III:—Permanent Impressions obtained of Temgirarily Materialised Hands and Feet—A proposed Chemical
xperiment—Slade’s Abnormal Vision—Physical Impressions in
a Closed Space—Enclosed Space of Three Dimensions, open to
Four-dimensional Beings—The Muscular Power of a Spirit Hand
—A Test with Flour—Experiments with a I'olariscope—Flight
of Objects through the Air—A Clue to Research
CHAPTER IV :—Conditions of Investigation—The Know
ledge of our Ignorance—Unscientific Men of Science—Herr
Virchow’s Precept and Practico—“ The Martyrology of Mediums,”
a book of the Future—Slade’s reply to Professor Barrett—A
Medium’s enunciation of tho First Rules of Experimentation in
Natural Science.
CHAPTER V :—Production of Knots in an Endless String—
Further Experiments—Experiments of the same Nature in London—A Dining Table Floating in the Air in Daylight—Manifes
tations in the Hou-e of a Physician—A Medium in Seclusion—
The Imposition of a priori Conditions—The Apparition of a Pale
Hand for Three Minutes—The Knotting together of Leather
Bands beneath the Hands of the Author—Professor Weber's
Experiences with a Spirit lland—Disappearance and Reappear
ance of Ponderable Objects—A Book Vanishes and Reappears—
A Table Vanishes ; it Reappears in Mid-air.
CHAPTER VI:—Theoretical Considerations—The Axiom of
“The Conservation of E^^rr^jr’* valid in Four-dimensional Space
--Projected Experiments to prove tho Fourth Dimension—The
Unexpected in Nature and Life—Scientific Passivity—Schopen
hauer’s ” Transcendent Fate ”—Goethe on the Veil of Nature.
CHAPTER VI! :—Various Install<:es of the so-called Passage

of Matter through Matter—An Unexpected Phenomenon—Tho
Heat sometimes produced by the Operation—Tho Burning
Power of Psychic Force—That Evidence the best which can be
appreciated without tho Testimony of Experts—Failures at seances

an Argument against Trickery—A naive Misconception—The
Moral Responsibility of Mediums—The nature of the Phenomena
inconsistent with Trickery—The Limits of Physical Human
Strength—A Force of Tension of 198 cwts. exercised by I’sycliio
Power—A Force equal to that of two lIerses exercised in Slade’s
presence—Catalytic Forces-Galileo on tho Perversenoss of the
Philosophers at Padua.
CHAPTER VIII : —Tho Phenomena suitable for Scientific
Research—Their Reproduction at different Times and Places—
Dr. Friese’s and Professor Wagner’s Experiments in Confir
mation of the Author’s—Experiments with Private Mediums—
Manifestations observed by Professor Nicolaus Wagner at St.
Petersburg—Blind Faith and Blind Scepticism—Professor Wagner
on the Fanaticism of Blind Sceptics—Investigation of Spiritual
Manifestations in a Private Fumily—Spiritualism a Foo to
Atheism—Form Materialisations through a Privnto Medium—
Appearance of tho Spirit of Olga—Effect of strong Manifestations
upon a Medium—Repetitien of ono of Professor Zollncr’s Experi
ments by Professor Wagner—Psyehegraphy—Spirit Identity—
Impression made by tho Materialised Hand of a Dccoascd
Person—The Value of tho Facts.
CHAPTER IX : —Theoretical—Tho Fourth Dimension of
Space—A Miracle to Two-Dimensional Beings—The Experiments
of Professor Hare—A Bull of Platinum introduced into a Her
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metically Sealed Glass Tubo by Spirits—An Experiment with
Coins—Several Examples of the Passago of Solid .Mutter through
Solid Matter—Clairveyance—The Fourth Dimensional Theory
explains Clairvoyance—Tho part taken by Slade’s Soul in »
Manifostatlon—The Spatial Widening of tho Tlireo Dimensienal
Circlo of Sight to Clairvoyants— Why Bodies gradually become
Transparent to Clairvoyants—Illustration in the caso of Andrew
Jackson Davis—Tho Criterion of Objectivity—The Influence ot
one Will upon another—Hansen’s Experiments—Tho Philosophy
of Berkeley applied to Spiritual Phenomena.
CHAPTER X:—An Experiment for Sceptics—A Wager-
Slade’s Scruples—A Rebuko by tho Spirits—An Unexpected
Result—Captious Objectiens—Tho Experiment of Professor
Wach—Example of the Apparent Penetrability of Matter.
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CHAPTER XI:—The Facility with which Material Bodi°9
apparently pass through each other in Slade's presence—Writing
through a Table—A Test in Slato-writing conclusively disprov
ing Slado’s agency—A Description of tho Traneo State.
CHAPTER XII :—A ” Fault:” in tho Cable—Jets of Water
Remarkable Heating Effects through Slado’s Mediumship—
Smeke—Sulphureus Vapours—” Fire Everywhere:”—A Bluishwhite Light—Abnormal Shadows—A Philosophical Explanation
—A Materialised Spirit Hand—A Luminous Form.
CHAPTERXIII :—Phenomena Witnessed by othor Observers
than the Author—Manifestations in Bohemia—Tho Narrative o
Herr H einrich Gossmann—Spirit Identity— Heavy Stones brough
into tho Stance Roem—Extraerdlnary Manifestations—SpirR*
Writing in Five Laugungos.

APPENDICES.
APPENDIX A :—The Value of Testimony in Matters Extra
ordinary—The Proportional Strength of Evidence—-The Con
tradiction of Experience by Alleged Facts—Mr, Starkie s Treatise
os the Law of Evidence—Hume’s Essay os Miracles—The In
fluence of Preconception — Hume’s Principle Mathematically
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A Collectioi of choice poems and prize essays given
AND PROSE IMAGININGS.
through mediumship, also of articles and poems writ
ten by Spiritualists. A useful book to place in the
RY WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
public libraries, and to present or send to those who
are unacquainted with Spiritualism. It contains much An Elegant and Amusing Gift-Book of Poetical and
Proso Writings, Grave and Gay.
about the religious aspects of Spiritualism, given
through the writing mediumship of “M.A. (Oxon),”
Strongly recommended by reviews in The Morning
and is one of the most refined and elegant works ever Poet, Graphic, Court Journal and some twenty or thirty
printed in connection with the movement.
other standard journals,
CONTENTS.
The gilt device on the cover designed by Florence
Introduction:—The Philosophy of Inspiration.
Claxton and the Author.
I. —“O! Beautiful White Mother Death.” Given
Contents.
through the trance-mediumship of CoraL. V. TappanHichmond.
Part
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XVIII.—Haunting Spirits. By Baroness Adelma book inareview nearly a column long, says.—“Comic
Von Vay (Countess Wurmbrand).
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XIX. —Fashionable Grief for the Departed.
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XX. —The Brown Lady of Rainham. By Lucia C. quently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison, exhibits a
Stone.
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XXI. —A Vision of Death. By Caroline A. Burke. are not too stupid to enioy an innocent laugh. Not
XXII. —A Story of a Haunted House. By F. J. that his muse restricts herself only to such lighter
Theobald.
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C. Maurice Davies, D.D.
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XXV. —De Profundis. By Anna Blackwell.
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tive Anatomy at Westminster Hospital.
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Maurict! Davies, D.D.
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Prose Imaginings. Written, printed, published and
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XXXVII.—Longfellow’s Fosition in Relation to of the most laughable bits is the Turk’s account of
Spiritualism.
how he went to be photographed.”
XXXVI1I.— Spiritual Manifestations among the
Fakirs in India. By Dr. Maximilian Perty, Professor
of Natural Philosophy, Berne; translated from Psychic
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Studies (Leipzig) by Emily Kislingbury.
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